Arrival and Dismissal

The new graphic outline is on the next page. The new outline includes a drop off/pick-up lane and a bypass lane. This provides a safe and orderly path for our car riders.

Additional details are below:

Arrival

- A drop off lane will be created which leads to the side door for drop off.
- Parents will park in the drop off lane and students will walk to the door.
- Parents will use the exit /bypass lanes to exit the parking lot.

Dismissal

- Parents will park in the arrival lane and wait for their kids to be dismissed. Each car will be given a rearview mirror name tag which will have your child’s name and grade level. A staff member will walk your child to your vehicle to ensure their safety.
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Option #1
Straight in would accommodate roughly 17 cars before reaching the road.

Option #2
Around parking area would accommodate roughly 33 cars. Cones would be utilized when needed.

Would suggest to have pick up for little ones on fence line. Smaller zone.
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